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                                      DRONE RECORDS NEWsFLASH            ҉                            JULY  2024                        ҉     
 
Dear Droners, here's the 3rd update in 2024 !   
Label news / announcement: OUT SOON  - PRE ORDER NOW!!:  
* DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 9  LP  - new entries into the worlds of drones, and into the droning of your minds:: feat:  DAINA DIEVA (deep 
emotional drone-poesis from Lithuania) - LIVING TEMPLES (shamanic tunes made in connection wtih the Curonia landscape) - ADRIANO ZANNI (spatial 
electroacoustic drones derived from field recordings + electronics. Italy)  -  ARE MUNDAL (surrealistic, phantasmagoric drones from Norway). Mastering: PETER 
ANDERSSON, Artwork : CRISTIANO DEISON based on two paintings from PETE GREENING. comes on special three colour vinyl "GREEN LEAVES" 

 
In this update you find NEW and extensively re-issued albums from: BASS COMMUNION, CRANIOCLAST (two early cult LPs plus 30 min bonus material!), 
ANNE GILLIS, FABIO ORSI, KAMMERFILMMER KOLLEKTIEF, PHILL NIBLOCK (feat. ANNA CLEMENTI and THOMAS STERN), META MEAT (excellent 
double 7" w. art-design), MAEROR TRI + TROUM, DESACCORD MAJEUR, OJERUM, STRATVM TERROR, DARJA KAZIMIRA, SAVAGE REPUBLIC; [.... ] 
and we would love to personally highlight: the incredible new HAFLER TRIO doLP (feat. B.C. GILBERT) - cryptic audio rituals for your deeper mind, the BRUME 
CD about nightmares (Taalem),  PALI MEURSAULT & THOMAS TILLYs work of glacier & their environment sounds, SORRY FOR LAUGHINGS 4th album - 
their most atmospheric feat. many BIOTA members, DIANA ROGERSON's comeback which sonds like nothing else, plus some excellent complations, et plus! 
 
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de, or use the order system on the website. Please always mention the PRICES with your order!  
 Full Stock List link at the bottom...         & best drones from...   BarAka[H]   
 
NR.  ARTIST / TITLE FORMAT LABEL & CAT-NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  

1 2KILOS & MORE - Lieux-Dits CD Ant-Zen act321 2015 

the 2015 album (their 5th) by the male-female duo from Paris (HUGUES VILETTE 
is now a part of META-MEAT), who went into more "rock" oriented psychedelia 
direction, with dark spoken lyrics by BLACK SIFICHI.. - *a road movie where you’re 
left mesmerized by repetitive landscapes; neon halos along suburban roads, 
columns of electric pylons, or the effect of strobes through a train's window..* - 
special offer now ! 

€8,50 

2 ABBILDUNGEN VARIETE - same CD FinalMuzik FME10 2023 

re-issue of the one and only release from this short lived multimedia industrial 
project with cult status from former Yugoslavia, the material is live + studio from 
1982 - 1984 and has a strong martial / ritualistic edge in the way of early 
LAIBACH... lim. 200 

€14,00 

3 ALE HOP - Apophenia  LP BUH Records BR127 2019 

first LP by this interesting female artist from Peru now residing in Berlin => 
"molecular electronica" and atmospheric fragmentations build from field recordings, 
samples, strange tones, her voice, an experimental geography of sound.. - 
*interweaves unknown territories by mimicking mountains and oceans, but also 
grey skies and violent cities, with droning and shrieking textures of electric guitars 
mixed with spoken chatters and sizzles* - absolutely to discover!  

€20,00 

4 ALTERNATIVE TV - Direct Action  LP 
Fourth Dimension Records 
FDLP146 2023 

starting as a Punk band in 1977, ATV with legendary MARK PERRY (founder of the 
"Sniffin' Glue" zine) surprises again with a full experimental / impro / droning album, 
mostly insrumentally shaped... - they move between post industrial tunes and 
atmospheric impro arrangements, one track is dedicated to CORNELIUS CARDEW 
(of AMM and SCRATCH ORCHESTRA fame)...  

€23,00 

5 ALVA NOTO - HYbr:ID I  CD Noton N-056-1 2021 

suspenseful digital pulses + movements: the music for the choreography "OVAL" 
(RICHARD SIEGAL) performed by the Berlin Staatsballett in 2019 .. => "HYbr:ID 
Vol. 1 is the first installment of a new series of Alva Noto’s works bringing together 
heterogeneous composition methods....The process of creating HYbr:ID Vol. 1 was 
defined by the search for a form to bind astrophysics phenomena, fiction, and 
performance movements" - oversize cover with 8 page booklet and DL code 

€18,50 
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6 
ASHTRAY NAVIGATIONS - One from then 
Another 

CD 
Fourth Dimension Records 
FDCD143 2023 

PHIL TOODs project for "ur-drone-orientated noise, sprawling psychedelia, crude 
electronics and the more lysergic realms of the avant-garde", active since the 90's 
in countless variants (solo, collabs, groups), with an album on Richo Johnsons ( 
SPLINTERED) FOURTH DIMENSION Records, now located in Krakow, PL=> two 
long pieces "that trawl through not only the most troubled and darkest psychedelic 
waters oozing from a subterranean space, but also the interstellar jazz-fusion of 
prime Herbie Hancock" 

€13,00 

7 BAD ALCHEMY - Nr. 123 (April 2024)  mag  Bad Alchemy 2024 

reviews + articles: ADN, Drone Records, Empreintes Digitales, Cyclic Law, 
Attenuation Circ., Karlrecords, I Shall Sing.. ,Constellation, Klanggalerie, 
Somnimage, Rune Grammofon, Trost, Stefan Goldmann, Midira, Marco Lucchi, 
Room40 , SPH/Thisco, und vieles mehr aus den bad alchemistischen Spülfeldern, 
88 Seiten 

€4,00 

8 BAD SECTOR - Anthology (fan's ed.)  3 x LP Garsu Geimes GG005 2023 
the definite BAD SECTOR anniversary compendium (23 tracks 1997-2022), lots of 
rare material + unreleased tracks, many for the first time on vinyl (all re-mastered), 
3 LPs standard edition, lim. 200 copies, heavy vinyl, insert 

€48,50 

9 BASS COMMUNION - The Itself of Itself  CD Lumberton Trading Company 2024 

STEVEN WILSONs earliest project with a stunning return of a very experimental 
'advanced droning' album=> music of hissing, noisy whispering, backwards sounds, 
mechanic sounding circles, dark moods and dynamic changes.. - "and there is the 
addition of real instruments, such as a mellotron...Also, there are some shimmering 
chords played on a keyboard, crippled voices in the very creepy title track,..." [Vital 
Weekly] - oversized cover, 24 p booklet, OBI 

€15,00 

10 BERIDZE, NATALIE - Of Which One Knows LP Room40 - RM4168 2022 

a collection of older, so far unreleased material by this Georgian ambient artist, who 
released few albums on MAX ERNST (THOMAS BRINKMANN label), and worked 
with GUDRUN GUT and others.. => "A gossamer collection of tranquillised and 
dissociated material from the perennially underrated and consistently excellent 
Natalie Beridze, curling her distinctive vocals like incense smoke around faded 
pads and processed field recordings" [Boomkat] 

€25,00 

11 BIOSPHERE - Inland Delta  CD Biophon Records BIO39CD 2023 

the Norwegian ambient master has produced a new album full of well structured 
analogue synth tracks, performed partly on vintage analogue keyboards in 
improvisation mode... this has a very suspended and relaxed character, going up to 
the air and beyond.. CD version - 4-panel Digipak 

€15,50 

12 BRUME - L'ombilic des Rêves CD Taalem alm 145  2024 

DREAMS ARE NOT FREE - the great TAALEM series continues with a BRUME full 
length CD, it's a tour de force themed on NIGHTMARES, full of cold and harsh 
strokes + voice fragments, but also melancholic, dreamy passages, eerie + 
surrealistic....- "But just as nightmares can (will?) be different each time you have 
them, the music on this album varies a lot. From chaotic ambience with horns to 
rhythmically driven short interludes, this album is a journey through the insides of 
your head." [Vital Weekly]  

€13,00 

13 
BUTZMANN, FRIEDER - juHrop - Szenen und 
Arien aus einer Oper in klingonischer Sprache 

do-LP BOX 
Youdonthavetocallitmusic - 
YOUDO 08 2024 

mind-boggling "opera" about the extraterrestrial KLINGONS who are known as 
"martial bullheads" but also love music, poetry and SHAKESPEARE..- produced 
1996-2001 with DIAMANDA GALAS and many more, lim. 250, special box, 5 
inlays, booklet - *A unique amalgamated mixture of lysergic electronica, an aural 
whirlwind filled with surreal ramblings, tape collages, field recording, phone calls, 
roaring sounds, chirping cricket orchestras, squealing sound fragments of 
synthesizers galore.* [Soundohm] 

€65,00 

14 CABARET VOLTAIRE - BN9drone CD Mute - CABS32CD 2021 

the sucessor to "Shadow of Fear" (2020), which was the first new CV. album in 26 
years => 'B9Ndrone' shows RICHARD H. KIRKs capability to create an enthralling 
long form "drone industrial" piece (64+ min.), very versatile, full of dark vibrations 
and rhythms... - now in stock for mid-price ! 

€10,00 

15 CAPRICORNI PNEUMATICI - Nibbas  CD Eighth Tower Records ETR039 2022 

re-issue of tape from 1989 (on legendary MINUS HABENS Records), which 
became a collector's item - *They took their name from the Aleister Crowley "Liber 
A' ASH vel Capricorni Pneumatici SUB FIGURA CCCVII", and between 1987 and 
1991 were one of the most active projects of the esoteric/industrial Italian 
underground.* - 200 copies 

€13,00 

16 CARGHINI, SEBASTIANO - Tpeso  LP (single-sided) Kohlhaas KHS 011 2017 we love this one-sided 12" from a true experiMENTAList, full of tiny mechanical 
object sounds, it reminds on JEAN TINGUELYs machines or capturings from €13,00 
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SIMON WHETHAM or JOE COLLEY... - " Found objects, DC motor, transducer, 
balloon, metal wire, fan, cymbals sounds fade rapidly in and out, adding a sense of 
velocity and movement. " - lim. 200, still to discover 

17 CIRCULAR - Float  mCD Loki Foundation - LOKI 73 2023 

the German "old school" synthscape project with 4 new tracks - * a slow-paced and 
meditative approach, allowing the listener to sink into the music and experience a 
sense of timelessness. The compositions often have a sense of fluidity, with sounds 
seamlessly blending and evolving..* - 200 copies pressed only, gatefold / cardboard 
sleeve 

€9,50 

18 
CRANIOCLAST - A Con Cristal / Rats Can Coil - 
Cats Can Roil  

CD 13/SILENTES SPS 2474 2024 

re-issues of early vinyl-only releases from 1987 & 1990 (CoC 01 and 06), digitalized 
for the first time, plus 3 new bonus tracks based on the Rats/Cats 12" - about 30 
minutes of unreleased material ! A CON CRISTAL was the legendary "bunker" 
release with WWII coast bunker pictures, dealing with their architecture and 
mythology.. - lim. 300 copies digipak, new artwork by DEISON  

€13,00 

19 CRANIOCLAST - Kolik-San-Art CD 13/SILENTES SPS 2473 2024 

the second CRANIOCLAST album from 1986, finally the very first re-issue available 
=> quite different from the later albums this has a more experimental, dadaistic 
approach, strangely effected guitars and vocals, a-rhythmic beatbox, backwards 
sounds, "primitive" percussion, religious chants / choirs, babylaughs and 
birdsounds, swirling synths and industrial rumblings, 10 tracks with a great variety 
of used sources, an album full of strangest, uncategorizable, atonal music.. lim. 
300, re-mastered ! 

€13,00 

20 
DAVACHI, SARAH - Long Gradus : 
Arrangements 

4 x CD BOX Late Music LMIXBOX 2023 

"Harmonic Observances In Four Parts" - extremely minimal longform chamber 
drone compositions for "any ensemble of four similar instruments": each CD has 4 
long movements for STRINGS, WOODWINDS, BRASS / ORGAN, and CHOIR + 
ELECTRONICS, comes in cardboard box with four separate gatefold sleeves and 
16 page booklet with score, performance notes, and essay 

€52,00 

21 DEAD BODY LOVE - Destruction's Geometry CD Phage Tapes PT 449 2023 

this appeared originally as cassette in 1996 (Soffitta Macabra) and must be one of 
the earliest releases by this Italian harsh noise project ("I love animals and 
machines") which was very active in the 90's with releases on OLD EUROPA 
CAFE, SLAUGHTER PROD., SELF ABUSE, etc..=> two long tracks of somehow 
frayed noise, on the border to almost harsh droning areas... excellent re-mastering ! 
- lim. 200 

€13,00 

22 
DESACCORD MAJEUR - Les Primordaux 
Crepusculaires  

do-CD Kokeshidisk kodi 15 2024 

a collection of "Homework" online compilations contributions, the fine series of 
TAALEM from France (see taalem.bandcamp.com), together with other older / rare 
tracks (11 in total), it's a great example of D.M.'s slow ethno-electronica, filled with 
synths - sequencersounds - shortwave snippets - philosophic quotes- female 
whispers - exotic instruments, all perfectly out balanced.. - lim. 250 copies, 4 page 
booklet, cardboard gatefold 

€16,00 

23 EHOECO - L'Experience Acousmagique  LP 
Les Productions Fluorescentes 
FLUOR 002 2013 

overlooked LP of this shortlived project consisting of EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH 
(ELIAN RADIGUE connaisseur and collaborateur) and ETIENNE COUSSIRAT => 
electro-acoustic improvisations, refined dense-droning audio voyages.. *EHŒCO is 
a territory were they explore and invoke the voice of forgotten creatures, the spirit of 
giant machines, the depths of waves frequencies and the secret sounds of familiar 
landscapes." - 300 copies 

€21,50 

24 
EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Rampen - APM: 
Alien Pop Music (black vinyl) 

do-LP Potomak LP 256091 2024 
*In its 44th year of existence, the band is going back to its roots while redefining 
itself. It's a change in self-image, for which the Berlin quintet plus one has created 
its own genre -- alien pop music.* - standard black vinyl, no embossing 

€30,00 

25 ERIK M & LUC FERRARI - Visitation  LP 
Alga Marghen / Planam - 
planarie N°2 2011 

a curious homage to FERRARI's famous piece "Presque Rien N°1", recorded 1967, 
the 'concretion' and densification of a morning at the coast using solely field 
recordings => ERIK M. connected the birds and environmental noises he heard out 
of his window and in his flat in 2011 with the original recordings from FERRARI to 
form a contemplative, subtle new piece... - lim. ed. 350 copies, one sided (25+ min. 
playtime)  

€21,50 

26 FERREYRA, BEATRIZ - UFO Forest +  LP Room40 - RM4210 2023 

"Next level tape and computer music - essential listening if yr into PARMEGIANI, 
ROLAND KAYN, JIM O'ROURKE." [Boomkat]' => the title piece from 1986 (14+ 
min.) plus three rarities! => * dynamically rich sound works that are effortless in 
their sense of otherworldliness. Beatriz Ferreyra has created a sonic terrain all her 

€27,50 
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own, and here is lies the proof.*  

27 FIN DE SIECLE - Nine Barns LP OPN Records OPNLP001 2007 

project from France with a quite particular hybryd of dark electronic ambient, 
classical chamber-music and film-music, very nostalgic and melancholic... if you 
imagine RACHELS or SYLVAIN CHAUVEAU in a more cold ambient way, that 
could come near to what FIN DE SIECLE play here on 12 tracks, using piano, viola, 
samples, voices... (no real singing though), at time quite droney, and times very 
harmonic..- LAST COPIES- SPECIAL OFFER now  

€8,00 

28 
GALBRAITH / NEILSON / YOUNGS - Belsayer 
Time 

LP Time-Lag Records TLR 034LP 2006 

"Fully mind-blowing dream collaboration from Alastair Galbraith, Alex Neilson & 
Richard Youngs."- "Folk-Drone at its best, ätherisch-erhabener Gesang von 
RICHARD YOUNGS und organische Drone-pulses, rollende Glas-Drones und 
sowas wie elektrisch aufgeladene wandernde Kugelblitze, am Ende ekstatische 
Entladung... Grosses Vollfarb-Cover inkl. Einlageblatt mit eingeprägten Credits & 
einzeln geprägter Nummer!" [Drone Rec. info] - last copies special offer !  

€12,00 

29 GILLIS, ANNE - Aha LP La Scie Doree - SCIE 3423 2024 

early / rare album from 1984, now re-issued, it still sounds so unusual and fresh, 
really avantgardish and not easy to categorize, lots of weird vocal material in a post 
industrial / experimental landscape...- *Her music can be considered as musique 
concrète using the tape machine as compositional tool, manipulating her recorded 
sources mainly consisting of extended voice and different (instrumental) sounds 
with addition electronics and treatments.* - ed. of 450 copies 

€23,50 

30 
GILLIS, ANNE / JAC BERROCAL / VINCENT 
EPPLAY / TIMO VAN LUIJK - Si()six  

LP La Scie Doree - SCIE 3323 2024 

new studio recordings by these four true avant- impro & drone artists from Belgium 
and France in interaction, subtle jazz elements and narrations merge with weird 
instrumenations and noises... - *a collage of dreamy musique concrète with 
desolate instrumental and vocal interventions, masterfully balanced out by Vincent 
Epplay.* - comes with inlay, 500 copies pressed, cover design by MEEUW, 
mastering STEFAN MATHIEU 

€23,50 

31 HAFLER TRIO & B.C.GILBERT - Idiots do-LP Nihilist - 101 2023 

Like a ritualistic stimulus for your deeper mind - finally the return of THE HAFLER 
TRIO, this album took many years to realize and is partially based on source 
material provided by BRUCE GILBERT (WIRE, DOME, etc.) => "a journey through 
parts of your mind you didn't have access to before", mysterious drones and 
sounds of an inscrutable nature, words can only fail to describe whats happening.. 
lim. 500 copies, high gloss, embossed art-cover w. metallic pantone print; US-
import, NO digital version exists !! 

€66,00 

32 
HEEMANN, CHRISTOPH & GERARD HERMAN - 
Project Pope 

LP Some Fine Legacy SFL 010 2024 

first time collab for "PROJECT POPE" formed by C. HEEMANN and Belgian artist 
G. HERMAN, two side-long tacks inspired by a CLIFFORD SIMAK book: *...explore 
and combine hypnotic piano loops processed with analogue electronics, slow 
motion drone rock and ethereal textures into a unique expression and entrancing 
experience that needs to be heard to be believed.* - lim. 300 copies 

€23,00 

33 HOOR-PAAR-KRAAT - The Eureka Tapes do-CD  Basses Frequences BF33 / 
Small Doses DOSE94 2011 

collection of pieces culled from various out of print releases; strange surrealistic 
drones, noises & feedbacks based on acoustic object-sounds...where the BEAUTY 
and the WEIRD meets; strong release by this US American painter & musician. lim. 
500 - BACK IN STOCK, better priced 

€10,00 

34 
IRISARRI, RAFAEL ANTON - Midnight Colours 
(coloured vinyl)  

LP Black Knoll Editions BKE007* 2024 

vinyl version of rare cassette album from 2018 - "a sonic interpretation of the 
Doomsday Clock, which symbolizes the world's existential vulnerabilities" - dark & 
transcendental ambience with lots of pulsing suction, surely one of his best albums! 
- fully re-mastered, lim. 300 dark green vinyl 

€33,50 

35 
JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - And in the endless 
Pause there came the Sound of Bees 

LP 
Deutsche Grammophon 486 
3244 2022 

music from the film "Varmints" by Marc Craste; 7th album by the great Icelandic 
"post-classicist" composer from 2009, now the re-issue by DG => *Das Ergebnis ist 
eine musikalische Wärme, die die Stimmung des Films pointiert und trotzdem 
allumfassend auditiv erfahrbar macht, während Jóhannsson's kompositorische 
Handschrift klar erkennbar bleibt.* - re-press on 180gr. vinyl  

€20,00 

36 KAMMERFLIMMER KOLLEKTIEF - Schemen LP Karlrecords KR101 2023 

the psychedelic 'liminality' music of K-KOLLEKTIEF can always surprise, their 11th 
album goes into more experimental and even noisy areas... - *Disloziert dichte 
Musik voller geheimer Zusammenhänge! ... Hier wird in Schemen gesprochen. 
Verschliffen und ruckartig./ In solchen irritierenden Momenten zwischen 
Wahrnehmung und Erkenntnis findet auch die Kunst des Kollektiefs statt." - 180gr. 

€19,50 
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LP, inlay, DL code 

37 
KAZIMIRA, DARJA & ZURA MAKHARADZE - 
Songs from an obscure Matriarchal Tribe 

CD 
Unexplained Sounds Group - 
USG082 2023 

archaic ritual music performed for the film "Rue de la Lune" from JUANA ROBLES, 
roaring transformative improvisations, female voices in all kinds of imaginable 
expressions merge with strong percussive elements....these are ecstatic, explusive 
rituals for healing the deeper core of the soul..- This is an album that will transport 
you to another time and place, as it soothes and disturbs in equal measure. 
Incredible. " [This is Darkness] - lim. 100 copies only !! 

€15,00 

38 KLEISTWAHR - For the Lives once lived CD 
Fourth Dimension Records 
FDCD149 2023 

great album of GARY MUNDYs project, who wants to do one new KLEISTWAHR 
album every year until he's unable to produce more... the 6 tracks surprise again 
with truly psychedelic washes, slow and dreamy but always with a raw edge, 
vibrato sounds + granular drones, chants from far away, etc.. - - comes in mini-
gatefold LP style sleeve, with artwork by Puppy38 aka HIROSHIMABEND  

€13,00 

39 
KOLACKI, RAFAL - Mektoub (1001 Nocy Paula 
Bowlesa) 

CD Zoharum / Alchembria 2023 

a kind of "literary travelogue" with self made field recordings from Tanger, Morocco, 
following the steps and words of PAUL BOWLES.: recordings from the market 
place, the ocean, a prayer, a musician, etc. intermingle with atmospheric drones 
and short fragments of BOWLES texts... - a very special album by the member of 
HATI who became a field recording enthusiast, lim. 250 copies 

€13,00 

40 KOSK, PATRICK - Mondweiß CD Edition RZ ed.RZ 3005 2009 

*This is an assemblage of works by Finnish electroacoustic composer Patrick Kosk. 
Recordings from the Elektronic Studio at the TU Berlin, the Studio of the Institut 
International de Musique Electroacoustique de Bourges, and the artist's studio.* - 
amazing organic and breathing sounding stuff, tiniest micro details, field recordings 
in a new context.. highly recommended overlooked release, 6 compositions, over 
70 min playtime, gatefold digipak + 12 page booklet 

€15,00 

41 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Traumstadt 2  do-Cd Klanggalerie - gg457 2024 
the legendary "Traumstadt 2" collection of compilation tracks (1984-1988), originally 
released as a cassette-only on Mirrordot in 1988, sees another re-issue, fully re-
mastered and for the first time on fabric pressed CDs!  

€20,00 

42 LETUM - Dreams and Illusions CD Cyclic Law - 230th Cycle 2023 

Swedish dark ambient project that started already in the 80's (known especially for 
two excellent CDs on Cold Meat Industry from 2001 + 2006), with 6th full length 
album, inspired by a nightmarish "Out-Of-Body-Experience" - *Life, death and time 
become one, manifesting and dissolving. LETUM's mournful minimalist 
soundscapes are as always expertly controlled and display unique compositional 
skills and emotive depth. Pure and Transcendental. * - we can only agree, a 
highlight on the CL label ! 

€14,00 

43 LUNAR MIASMA - Crystal Covered CD Basses Frequences BF21 2010 

the first proper CD for this Greek ambient / cosmic psych project, back in stock and 
now available for a special price! - *an inner travel full of colors, warm and in some 
ways, psychedelic. A new, deep, intense fix for all lovers of EXPO 70 and 
EMERALDS' drones." - 300 copies  

€6,00 

44 LUSTMORD - Much Unseen is also here  do-LP Pelagic Records PEL 251-V 2024 

the industrial legend, dark ambient inventor and (nowadays) soundtrack producer 
for films and video games, with a new studio album: music of parallel worlds, of the 
Unspeakable, the Unknown, of dangerous psychic terrains...- "My music is not 
meant to be explained - only listened to as a means of exposing the sheer 
insignificance of our primitive thoughts and actions within the vast scale of the 
cosmos - a scale which we as a species are ill equipped to comprehend." - BLACK 
VINYL standard ed 

€31,50 

45 MAEROR TRI - Ambient Dreams CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 320-2 2024 

one of the early secrets in the M.T. discography is this album, the second full length 
tape that came out on ZNS Tapes in 1990, it's a field + object recording affair with 
no electronic sound sources used, but heavy echo-effects, reaching out for 
transcension drones, raw and unpolished... - 300 copies, re-mastered, new cover 
art 

€13,00 

46 MANINKARI - Continuum Sonore  CD Basses Frequences BF44CD  2012 

phantastic album by the French duo enlarging their typical ethno-percussive style 
by creating immersive majestic & emotional instrument based drone pieces, full of 
tension & dark grace, using mesmerizing sounds from cymbalon, alto, bodhran, & 
field recordings... very beautiful & highly recommended ! - BACK IN STOCK, 
special priced now !! 

€7,00 

47 MANNING, ROSS - Some Technical Drawings LP Shame File Music - SHAM124 2023 collector's item, Australia import! - a very experimental record also in it's physical €35,00 
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form, with buzzing mechanical drones and strange acoustic sounds, from the 
unique Australian sound artist known for LPs on ROOM40, etc.. - "Limited edition of 
100 copies on clear vinyl, in covers handmade / hand ripped by the artist. Each 
copy has three custom hand-applied locked grooves. Each copy is a unique, 
bespoke object." 

48 MERZBOW - Hope LP 
I Shall Sing.until my Land is 
free - SONG 08 2022 

Godzilla-Power needed ! Four new MERZBOW "songs" for this Ukrainian, Berlin 
based non-profit label "SUPPORTING UKRAINIAN RESISTANCE AGAINST 
RUSSIA BY DONATING OUR PROFITS TO SELF-DEFENCE AND 
HUMANITARIAN FOUNDATIONS." - *..spricht daneben das Dilemma an, das 
Lebewesen durch den Verbrauch freier Energie die Entropie in der Umgebung 
vermehren..* [Bad Alchemy] - lim. 500 bronze / black cover 

€19,00 

49 META MEAT - Voices 7" + Artwork Ant-Zen act471 2024 

4-track 7" blending hand-drum percussion with vocal elements from different ethnic 
cultures, showing META MEAT exploring new paths between electronic 
experimentalism and ethno archaic / tribal power! - "some of these voices articulate 
the clamour of rebellion, some whisper the poetry of nature, other evoke a spiritual 
quest or chant their ancient tales" - luxus edition lim. 150 copies with 4 artprints 
included and special cardboard / cover gloss print 

€18,00 

50 MEURSAULT, PALI & THOMAS TILLY - Melt LP 
Fragments Ed. - 'FRAGMENTS 
008 2023 

performance recordings based on their "Radio Glaces" project, a collection of audio 
trapping of glaciers and testimonies in the Alps in France.. - the original sounds + 
vibrations, "sonified ice" of the glaciers were played back and combined with 
occasional electronics, you are surrounded and touched by these natural / organic 
sounds (water drops, touched stones, crunching sounds, wind and atmosphere... ) 
in a very intimate way....- great album, highly recommended, lim. 300 

€25,00 

51 
MINADEO, JOSEPH & CURT BROWN - Wood 
Land 

CD+ booklet Infraction INFX053 2012 

ambitious ambiient release in deluxe packaging with 28 page booklet presenting a 
storyline by CURT BROWN about a "nameless worker caught in the mundanity of 
placid bureaucracy", dealing with rebellion in a totalitarian environment... - *Airy 
atmospheres are constructed with multiple piano layering plus guitars dissolving 
into despondant organ, synth sequencing and minimal drum padding. Slow 
cadences of hope and light.." - for fans of R. SAKAMOTO, ROBERT HAIGH, etc.. 

€14,00 

52 MOEBIUS - Tonspuren  CD Bureau B BB040 2010 

re-issue of album from 1983 (SKY Records 083), the first solo-album of the 
HARMONIA & CLUSTER-member; comes with new liner-notes from ASMUS 
TIETCHENS! - * Tonspuren ist ein Album der Minimalismen, der Miniaturen und der 
strengen Form. Die zehn durchweg kurzen Stücke sind präzise konstruiert:..* - 
special mid price offer now ! 

€11,50 

53 
MOUTHUS & YELLOW SWANS - Live on Conan 
Island  

LP 
NO-FI Recordings NO-FI 
NEU010 2008 

An inevitable match made in Hades - "Live-Collaboration Dokument dieser beiden 
US Guitar-Drone / Electronic / Free Form Noise-Duos, die zu viert ein furioses 
Klangfeuer entfachen, low-fi feedbackend rauschend ekstatisch, verzerrter als 
verzerrt.. irgendwo im Noise-Brei sind sowas wie Vocals, Percussion, und 
langsame elektronische Pulses auszumachen." [Drone Rec. info] - last copies 
special offer !  

€10,00 

54 MUSLIMGAUZE - Betrayal  3 x LP 
I Shall Sing.until my Land is 
free - SONG21 2024 

first ever vinyl re-issue of this album from 1993, the same classic MG basis song in 
different forms and remixes, endless trance-inducing repeatings.. this edition comes 
on three "yellow-in-red" special coloured vinyls, 45 RPM, 300 copies; - *the use of 
bass tones in particular doesn't seem that far removed from what MASSIVE 
ATTACK eventually came up with years later on Mezzanine.. *  

€52,50 

55 NEWMAN, COLIN - Bastard do-CD  Swim ~ WM03Cd 2024 

the amazing solo album of COLIN NEWMAN (WIRE) from 1997, written and 
produced together with MALKA SPIGEL (MINIMAL COMPACT), their exploration of 
Trip Hop, Breatkbeat and Downtempo styles, guitars and spheric vocals add a 
unique portion of atmosphere... - this CD version comes with a full bonus disc: four 
tracks from the 1995 EP "Voice", four tracks from "Swim Team #1 + #2", and four 
previously unreleased songs, exclusive to this edition!! 

€18,50 

56 
NIBLOCK, PHILL / ANNA CLEMENTI / THOMAS 
STERN - Zound Delta 2 

LP Karlrecords KR115 2024 

*A new piece by minimalist / experimental composer PHILL NIBLOCK (1933 - 
2024), co-composed and performed by ANNA CLEMENTI + THOMAS STERN. 
Intense, menacing layers of thick drones and alien sounds...* . - comes with a DIN 
A6 postcard + a download code - lim. 300 copies 

€20,00 
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57 NICOLAI, CARSTEN - Ray Collector pic-10"  Noton N-063-1 2023 

lim. vinyl release with pure static noise recordings from magnetic tapes and films 
used for his exhibition "Strahlen" in Modena, send around to unknown persons 
("Mr. NEMO") with special return result (capturing the electromagnetic waves and 
radiations through transport); - a most conceptual sound art release presented on a 
lovely x-ray picture disc, w. gatefold cover and full-colour booklet in book-bound 
style.. amazing release !! 

€32,50 

58 NIHIL IMPVLSE - ANABASIS CD Eighth Tower Records ETR044 2023 

dark droning / electronic industrial focused on the "progress" of human species: 
"Yet, we march on. Amidst haunting clouds of ignorance, across shifting 
wastelands of history's debris. Our hands are dirty, our legacy is tainted. Yet, we 
fight on. Unheroic guerrillas in a constantly evolving struggle against space, time, 
each other, ourselves, the unknown.." - old school samples and strikes, analogue 
synth sirens, roaring drones, apocalyptic atmosphere... lim. 200 copies 

€13,00 

59 NOETINGER, JEROME - Outside Supercolor CD Room40 - RM4184 2023 

the French musique concrete specialist with two long compositions that arised 
through his work with film-maker LIONEL PALUN - electronic particles + drones 
move between unsteady figurations and more restrained passages..- *Noetinger 
leans into the pieces and considers even the finest of textures. The results are both 
powerful and subtle, a sensitive drive that highlights Noetinger's unique approaches 
to performance, and composition.* 

€16,00 

60 
NURSE WITH WOUND - She and Me fall 
together in free Death 

do-CD United Dairies - UDCD147 2023 

this was the very first NWW album that appeared in the States (2003), here's now 
finally the re-issue with 45 minutes of extra material, mostly completely 
unpublished, remixes and alternative versions, double digipack with new artwork !! 
"Housed in a deluxe 2 CD digipak gloss heavy gauge, on United Dairies, with new 
art by Babs Santini, remastered by Colin Potter." 

€25,00 

61 
NURSE WITH WOUND / IRR.APP.(EXT.) - A 
Topography of Lucid Confusion  

do-CD United Dairies - UDCD417 2023 

now it's getting weird + wild: irr.app.(ext). recyclings of NWW's performance 
recordings, backstage talks and soundchecks, released before on two deleted CD-
Rs on Errata In Excelsis, you might recognize the voices and sounds of various 
persons involved in this (EBERHARD KRANEMANN - PISSOFF and NEU!, GEOFF 
LEIGH - HENRY COW and various others, QUENTIN ROLLET, TIMO VAN LUIJK, 
all gone through MATT WALDRONs magic meat grinder... incl. two new bonus 
tracks !! 

€25,00 

62 ODRZ - ODRZ80 CD Luce Sia 091 2023 

long active Italian experimental / Industrial / noise group, exploring different 
approaches + concepts with every new project... - * Lots of crashing electronics and 
metal sheets banged upon. Feedback and distortion galore....Great if you are into 
noise, and great if you want the occasional noise shot; I am in the latter category." 
[FdW / Vital Weekly] - lim. 200, insert, 30 minutes playtime  

€10,00 

63 OJERUM - Your Soft Absence CD Room40 - RM4222 2023 

Copenhagen based musician and painter PAW GRABOWSKI aka OJERUM 
continues his melancholic journey, looking for the "unconscious wonders" of 
childhood with a CD on the prolific ROOM40 of LAWRENCE ENGLISH - "a suite of 
processed sine waves and sampled wind instruments. It's a narrative of a particular 
feeling of absence that's haunting me; perhaps best described as the longing for a 
childhood emotion,"  

€16,00 

64 
ORIGAMI REPLIKA - Kommerz - MERZBOW in 
the Hands of Origami Replika 

CD Segerhuva SEGER 3 2005 

radical deconstructions of old MERZBOW cassette & LPs while destroying nine 
Merzbow cassette cases, the session took place in Trondheim, Norway, already in 
1997 and was performed by LASSE MARHAUG, CLOP NEPLAT and TORE 
HONORE BOE.. - a wonderful example of noise recycling and improvisation !  

€13,00 

65 ORSI, FABIO - Dust at Night CD Silentes 13/3 - sps2371 2023 

FABIO ORSI continues with his deeply melancholic, atmospheric and poetic 
'journey', 3 long tracks, spreading calmness and elegant synthetic structures.... - * a 
weaver of atmospheres for great horizons... the enigmatic and deep drone voices 
echoing the harmony of the spheres, while the dilated beats of the rhythmic 
progressions seem to evaporate through circles of the infinite universe. Yet another 
sonic enchantment signed by Fabio Orsi* - 200 copies digisleeve ed.  

€13,00 

66 
PERRY, BRENDAN - Eye ot the Hunter / Live at 
the ICA 

do-Cd 4AD - 4AD 0555 LPX 2023 

re-issue of BRENDAN PERRY's (=DEAD CAN DANCE) first solo-album from 1999, 
comes with the recordings of a rare live / promo cassette from 1993; .. - "Don't 
remember how many times I listen to this album, home many more times I had 
sung this songs myselfs to the darkness of room. Alone.Poetry of late night." 
[audacter] 

€16,00 
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67 
PONS, MELISSA & NILS MOSH - Of Wolves and 
People 

LP Gruenrekorder GRUEN 214 2023 

the Portugesian sound designer and field recordist MELISSA PONS followed the 
paths and sounds of the Iberian wolf, NILS MOSH in Germany focused on the 
return of the Grey Wolf at the Ruhr area - both created side-long collages filled with 
howlings of wolfs and other environmental sounds, added musical elements and 
spoken words / quotes about htis fascinating topic, in order to enhance the respect 
and the awareness about this animal.. - comes on dark marbled vinyl !  

€20,00 

68 PSYCHIC DRONES - Psychic Drones 2 CD Luce Sia 085 2022 

the second release of this duo formed by JOEL GILARDINI (from the great MULO 
MOTO) and KK NULL, who combine guitar drones and noise with wild electronics.. 
very versatile, exciting, nerve-shattering! - " It can be introverted and reflective, or a 
full-blast explosion. It's a full dimensional sonic journey inside the human psyche 
and its deepest shades. " - lim. 190 copies 

€13,00 

69 
RADIGUE, ELIANE (feat. ENSEMBLE DEDALUS 
& RYOKO AKAMA) - Hepta I / Occam XX 

CD Montagne Noire MN7 2023 

Two pieces written by Éliane Radigue at the same period (2014-2018), one 
instrumental (recorded at the Philharmonie de Paris by Ensemble Dedalus) and the 
other electronic (performed by Ryoko Akama)... - two new longform drone works, 
both around 30 minutes in length, lim. 500 copies 

€15,00 

70 RAISON D'ETRE - Apres Nous Le Deluge LP Urashima UMA176 2023 

first ever vinyl re-issue of R.D. first cassette release (on Sound Source, sublabel of 
Cold Meat Industry), more raw & unpolished than any other RD album and more 
located in the Death Inddustrial genre , recorded 1991-1992, different from the later 
re-mixed CD versions! - *the album's title translates to "After Us, the Deluge," a 
phrase often attributed to Madame de Pompadour, suggesting an impending 
catastrophe. This sentiment echoes throughout the album* - lim. 299 copies 

€25,00 

71 RETARDER - Enquiries CD Tourette Records 006 2009 

the very first album from the solo project of LLOYD JAMES (of CRISIS, NAEVUS, 
etc.), operating between more song-oriented / rock influenced tracks and free 
experimental synth excursions... - " the album has cohesiveness to its erratic 
eccentricities to be enjoyed repeatedly." [Heathen Harvest] - special offer now, last 
copies! 

€6,00 

72 RLW - Herzblutanteil I.K.K.IV CD Waystyx Records w47 2010 

back in stock this collector's item with VERY special packaging, released by 
Russian's legedary WAYSTYX label... it's more a remix + multiple recycling 
compilation of a basic IHR KINDERLEIN KOMMET (German traditional folk song 
from 1794), performed by RLW's little daughter Sonja); feat. 9 tracks from BRUME, 
A. COURTIS (REYNOLS), HOWARD STELZER, and more, it all still sounds 
incredible,a timeless and absurd journey; lim. 432 copies in die-cut sleeve with 11 
small inserts 

€15,00 

73 ROGERSON, DIANA - Blue Bottle in a Jam Jar CD Nihilist - 108 2023 

many years after her last album a new full length by the legendary artist from the 
British experimental / industrial scene (aka CHRYSTAL BELLE SCRODD), a 
surrealistic / dangerous story of an insect being trapped in a bottle with jam, 
between avantgardish song-poetry and mysterious dronings, always complex and 
surprising, feat. MATT WALDRON (irr.app ext() and others on many tracks... 300 
copies, US-import, high price unvaoidable  

€20,00 

74 
SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Live in Wroclaw January 
7, 2023 

do-LP + 8" lathe Gustaff Records - GRAM2315 2024 

*Still weaving lofty dystopian travelogues and beating the scourge of fascism with 
metal pipes* - documenation of a live show held in Wroclaw - Poland on Jan 7, 
2023, performing lots of classic SR tracks like "Procession", " Ivory Coast" or 
"Trek", but also newer material... this limited ed. comes on RED vinyl with bonus 
lathe cut 8", - lim. 200 copies in total !! 

€33,50 

75 
SCHNITZLER, CONRAD - Rot (50th 
Anniverserary ed.)  

LP Bureau B - BB102 2023 

the 50th anniversary edition (lim. 500 on RED vinyl, embossed + hand numbered) 
of KLUSTER / TANGERINE DREAM - member and BEUYS student C. 
SCHNITZLER's first album wtih the two tracks "Meditation" and "Krautrock", liner 
notes from ASMUS TIETCHENS - *Die scheinbar chaotischen Bewegungen der 
mikroskopischen Klangpartikel führen den Hörer in eine ebenso kristalline wie 
lebendige künstliche Welt.* 

€30,00 

76 
SIGMARSSON, SIGTRYGGUR - Into the Second 
Half  

LP 
Streamline - STREAMLINE 
1043 2024 

new material from the Icelandic underground droner / hero, based on field 
recordings which are transformed into something intoxicating and deep dream state 
triggering, something to loose your mind in completely.. - *Carefully composed 
textures as subtle as the changes of light in the forbidden zone in Andrei 
Tarkovsky"s STALKER weave in and out of each other to make for a hypnotic ride.*  

€29,50 
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77 SONOLOGYST - Electrons CD 
Unexplained Sounds Group - 
USG077 2022 

"At the moment the question remains: do electron exist or not?" - 'an album fully 
dedicated to, and inspired by quantum mechanics and particle physics - based on 
pure analogue synths, 10 tracks with titles such as "Scalar Higgs Field" or "Internal 
Spin" emerge, very pure, calm, dense and droning, with occasional strange 
transformatios, think of DAVID LEE MYERS, TIETCHENS, etc..... - 200 cpoies 
digipak 

€13,00 

78 SORRY FOR LAUGHING - Sun Comes CD Klanggalerie - gg456 2024 

the newest album of SFL is the "Sun Comes-Suite", a kind of musical circle 
symbolizing the whole life through the cycle of one single day - with a big amount of 
guest musicians, most notably JANET FEDER on guitar, but also members of 
BIOTA / MNEMONISTS and WOODWOSE, and PATRICK WRIGHT (LPD), it's 
another surprising mail-art project, magic folk ambience from another planet, their 
masterpiece so far we think !!! 

€15,00 

79 STRAIGHT PANIC - The Degenerate Trilogy  CD Phage Tapes PT 440 2023 
interesting "radical leftwing" US American power electronics project, extremely 
aggressive and often centered around cultural / political themes.... - this is the re-
issue of a trilogy of cassette only releases from 2018, lim. 200, US-import 

€13,00 

80 
STRATVM TERROR - Love me tender or I will 
cause Pain 

CD Old Europa Cafe OECD 329 2023 

very strong new album after a long break by the Swedish project of TOBIAS 
LARSSON and P. ANDERSSON - a mixture of heavy oppressive old schoon 
industrial tunes and swamp filled death zone music.... 7 tracks 52 min, with lots of 
variations and different sounds, all is extremely bleak and monstrous, thematically a 
work about child abuse and early trauma...  

€14,00 

81 STUZHA - Siberian Sketches II CD Ksenza Records KSZ 023 2017 

fnially in stock,the successor to the fine album from 2008, deeply concentrated on 
the sounds and moods of WINTER, almost like an acoustic ROAD MOVIE, :field 
recordings from Siberia merge with melodic phrases from bass + guitar, and 
vocals.. *Field recordings, as usual with all Stuzha albums, are abundant and bring 
to a listener sounds of Siberian nature. The journey goes to cold winter forests, 
rural villages and even the Transsiberian railway* - side project of ALGOL and 
BLACK WANDERER 

€13,00 

82 SUDDEN INFANT - Heads to go  7" Raubbau RAUB 094 2022 

collector's item! two track 7" plus a "Newspaper" (8 pages) from the band project 
around JOKE LANZ... "short bursts of angular flex are heavily propelled by depth-
charge rhythms, wry lyrical musings on modern living, and sensibilities hatched 
from years of experience in the worlds of sound art, abstract music, industrialised 
dada junk-noise and related areas.. " [Richo Johnson] - 200 copies, sticker, DL 
code  

€15,00 

83 THISQUIETARMY & SLEEPWALKER - 8493 CD Ksenza Records KSZ 020 2022 

'From the forbidden depths of Siberia' - Russian one-man "ambient guitar drone" 
project SLEEPWALKER in collaboration with TQA on the amazing Ksenza label - 
both artist met first on a show in Tomsk at the Planetarium in 2018 and have 
exchanged material since then for this project => four epic tracks emerged, full of 
immersive guitar drones and dark harmonies, swirling noise spirals... - 4 tracks 49+ 
min.  

€13,00 

84 
TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO & TIZIANO 
DOMINIGHINI - Counterchronology  

CD FinalMuzik FME7 2015 

earliest TONIUTTI recordings from 1979 (in collab with T. DOMINIGHINI) for the 
first time released => electric and acoustic instruments and noises, recorded inside 
a glassworks in Italy, two impro sessions based on electric chord organ + guitar, 
but also various instruments + objects such as bells, pipe, flutes, metals, sudanese 
harp, water, bottles, rods, tambourines, gongs, a workbench, etc. were used, with 
the incredible glassworks reverberation effect... lim. 300, BACK IN STOCK LAST 
COPIES 

€13,00 

85 TROUM - Symbiosis  LP Auf Abwegen AATP93 2024 

first ever vinyl re-issue of deleted mini-CD, with solo-tracks by both TROUM 
members based on guitar-harmonies and "endless" circling structures, like in a 
painting of M.C. ESCHER... - this LP contains a sixth new bonus-track based on 
older material; lim. 300 VIOLET vinyl, artwork by SALT, using x-ray brain scans of 
both members ; comes with DL code 

€22,00 

86 TWIG HARPER - New Lost Knowns LP 
Alga Marghen / Planam - 
planalmanam 2013 

JAMES TWIG HARPER's LP for the Alga Marghen sublabel, full of unclassifiable + 
strange low fi noises, silkscreen cover, ed. of 200 copies, white vinyl, last copies! - 
*There's an animalistic or perhaps even plant-like bio-logic to its devolved, dubbed-
out arcana, a grunting, scraping, grubbing ecological complexity of sounds that 
grows, twists and bifurcates at seemingly haphazard junctions to catalyse chain 

€21,50 
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reactions of constant change and multiple layers of surreality.* 

87 
VOICES OF THE COSMOS - De Revolutionibus 
MMXXIII 

CD 
Gustaff Records - GRAM 2405 
/ Eter Rec. 2024 

recorded in the year of the 550th birth of NICOLAUS COPERNICUS, there is a 
deep connection and inspiration in these recordings with these implications - ex 
HATI Rafal Iwanski manages to combine old school analoge synth sounds and 
sequences with captured sounds from the space (e.g.pulsars, magnetospheres of 
planets, Sun, aurora borealis, masers, collisions of black holes, etc.) - sometimes it 
sounds like early low fi proto techno 

€13,00 

88 V.A. - Et si c'etait le vent qui avait raison  LP Ferns Recordings - frond_12 2024 

a dream for compilation-lovers of the most experimental / minimalistic drone and 
'pure sound' works, with some older and newer names, everyone had to work on a 
drawing by SMALL CRUEL PARTY (displayed on the cover) : YEAST CULTURE, 
ALICE KEMP, BRB->VOICECOIL, JEPH JERMAN, ANNE GILLIS, LEIF 
ELGGREN, ALIENOR GOLVET, VINCENT JEHANNO (great newcomer!).. - comes 
with lithograph sleeve and on cream coloured vinyl, 200 copies 

€24,00 

89 
V.A. - In Memoriam : An Ambient Introspection 
Compilation  

LP Yann Feels Better - GKW001 2024 

a legendary figure from the French experimental / industrial scene is YANN 
FARCY, who ran the labels L'INVITATION AU SUICIDE and NOISE MUSEUM - 
after a long break and personal disruptions he's back with this slow + silent 
introspective Ambient / Electronica compilation, inspired by a short French text from 
1963: with many new names for us (apart from RADBOUD MENS): NOISE TREES, 
JOACHIM TITIEN, OCOEUR, FOREST MANAGEMENT, ENFANTS DESFORETS, 
etc.. - lim. 500, inlay  

€20,00 

90 
V.A. - Mysterium, Incubus et Terror. Music 
inspired by EDGAR ALLAN POE stories  

CD Eighth Tower Records ETR043 2023 

MORGEN WURDE, MOMBI YULEMAN, KLOOB & OLASANDER, RAPOON, 
MARIO LINO STANCATI and diverse other artists pay tribute to the great American 
writer of phantastic tales by interpretating 10 of his stories musically... - *His horrors 
are relatable, timeless and ultimately haunting and therefore they and Poe 
endure..* - lim. 200 copies  

€13,00 

91 V.A. - New State of Flux  do-CD  Reverse Alignment RA51 2021 

the last release after 13 years of activity for the excellent label from Sweden, 
exclusive material from: JARL, TAPHEPHOBIA, AJNA, VELGENATURLIG, 
B*TONG, DISKREPANT, FREIBAND; RNGMNN, SONOLOGYST, etc..- 20 tracks 
in total, lots of new names, too.. - *a rare example of integrity and quality in terms of 
aesthetic choices, creating a collection of minimalist and isolationist gems by 
releasing a series of albums by musicians that have constituted a new paradigm in 
minimalistic ambient music* - lim. 200 

€15,00 

92 
V.A. - Stolen Symphony: FLUXUS & NEO-
FLUXUS  

do-CD Sub Rosa SR539 2023 

amazing (re)productions of central FLUXUS pieces and extensive information about 
the whole movement and ideas -: LA MONTE YOUNG, JOHN CAGE, MILAN 
KNIZAK, HENNING CHRISTIANSEN, YOSHI WADA, PHILIP CORNER, etc. - all 
kinds of forms (live-studio-scores-solo-ensembles) performed by about 20 
musicians like ANNA CLEMENTI, WERNER DURAND, DIEDRICH 
DIEDERICHSEN,.. = the ultimate FLUXUS compilation! 72 PAGE BOOKLET, 
INSIDE A SLIPCASE / LIMITED EDITION 400 PIECES  

€20,00 

93 WIESE, KLAUS - Maraccaba LP Eargong Records EG08LP 2023 

music like one deep breath, when the time stands still in absolute contemplation - 
the second solo album by POPOL VUH member was released in 1982 on cassette 
only - sounds of water and smooth percussion merges with synth and vocal 
drones.. - *His musical style is much more appropriately compared to the organic 
soundscapes of drone and dark ambient music, such as Oöphoi, Alio Die, Mathias 
Grassow, and Tau Ceti* - lim. 500 copies 

€23,50 

94 X-MAL DEUTSCHLAND - Early Singles  LP 
Sacred Bones Records 
SBR3050 2024 

earliest material by the German all female post-punk phenomenon: "Schwarze 
Welt" 7" (1981), "Succubus" 12" (1982), and two rare compilation tracks,everything 
recorded 1981 + 1982 in Hamburg (+ one live recording Copenhagen); CD version 
(15,- ) on request !  

€25,00 

95 
XENAKIS, IANNIS - Hibiki Hana-Ma / Mycenae 
Alpha / Polytope de Cluny  

LP Karlrecords KR090 2022 

this LP concentrates on XENAKIS fascinating POLYTOPE-compositions:' "Hibiki 
Hana-Ma"-created for the Expo in Japan 1970 (Steel Pavilion multimedia 
installation with lasers, mirrors, etc.), "Polytope de Cluny" (1972) - a Polytope 
composition presented in Paris, "Mycenae Alpha" (1978) - pure synthetic sounds 
constructed with his graphic system UPIC  

€20,00 

96 XENAKIS, IANNIS - La Legende d'Eer LP Karlrecords KR024 2022 one of XENAKIS most famous works, this unreleased version was presented 1978 €20,00 
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at the 'Darmstädter Ferienkurse' => one long most radical piece (46 min.) full of 
high-pitched noises from hardly recognizable sources, very powerful and 
compelling, at times like a predecessor of harsh noise,and also for today's ears with 
hardly listenable parts...- *His compositions often are based on mathematical 
principles , which give his music an unprecedented aesthetic and - shocking 
otherness"; DL code, insert 

97 YOUNGS, RICHARD - Metal River  LP 
Fourth Dimension Records 
FDLP124 2021 

the always surprising and uncategorizable Glasgow based "folktronica" artist with a 
very experimental, electronic album... - "Richard Youngs bares his teeth in a set of 
biting point shredders and distorted atonal experiments sure to light up the pleasure 
centres of Wolf Eyes and Merzbow fans" [Boomkat] - * four songs of deep space 
beamed curdled electronics not far removed from being akin to the contorted death 
caterwauls of a cyborg species reaching out in uttermost anguish* - 300 copies 
pressed 

€22,50 

98 YULEMAN, MOMBI - Hours Lost MC Zerok - ZK04 2022 

US American dark ambient and sci-fi horror producer with an album about a famous 
"Alien Abduction" experience that happend in 1961 - based on analogue synth 
loops and strange voice material, something mysterious is revealed - "It’s eerie, 
otherworldly stuff, and it does a wonderful job of creating an unsettling and alien 
mood." [This is Darkness] - cassette edition of only 50 copies  

€9,00 

  
RECENT ARRIVALS:  (en detail in the next Newsflash, but you can order already now, they are in stock  or will be in stock in a few days!) :  
THE TRESHOLD HOUSEBOYS CHOIR - Amulet   (lim. orange vinyl  )    3 x LP  (Infinite Fog)  - last recordings and final release of PETER CHRISTOPHERON's  
              post-COIL project, originally available as a 4 x mCDR set - first ever re-issue, we got some copies of the ORANGE vinyl version, lim. 300 !  Gatefold  
               cover, poster, numbered...  -  standard BLACK on request             €65,00 
THE TRESHOLD HOUSEBOYS CHOIR - Amulet      do-CD     (Infinite Fog) - the CD version with mini-poster, double digipak                    €28,00 
DREYBLATT, ARNOLD - Music from the Resting State    LP   (Some Fine Legacy) -  based on an installation from 2019 at "Neuer Berliner Kunstverein" about  
                                           the neuro-psychological research of the "Resting State"             €24,00 
TONIUTTI, MASSIMO - The Clear Observatory (Eyepiece Musique)    CD  (Klanggalerie) - stunning exp-drone composition (one-tracker 65+ min.), based on an  
                                        installation piece for a museum from 2013, now enlarged and extensified     €15,00 
ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Strepitus Rhythmicus  LP (GM) -"The album sounds like a robotic industrial factory with mechanical production lines"    € 26,50                       
McDOWALL, DREW - A Thread, Silvered and Trembling   (lim. RED vinyl)    LP   (Dais Records) -  sounds from bagpipe ("Pibroch"-style), orchestral  
                     ensemble (cello, viola, violin, harp) and electronics form four beautiful electro-acoustic drone pieces.. - *weaving an electro-acoustic tapestry of  
                        strings, shudders, voids, and voices, alternately disembodied and displaced* + DL card (black vinyl and CD version available, too)         €25,00 
LLYN Y CWN - Megaliths    CD    (Cold Spring) -  *A profound exploration of the sacred resonance embedded within stone circles, *- 10 tracks, each one  
                           representing a specific sacred site..     € 15,00 
MEAT BEAT MANFIESTO & MERZBOW - Extinct     CD     (Cold Spring) - noise collab of the year ! ?       € 15,00 
NORDVARGR + TxRxP  - Gamma Aenigma     CD   (Old Europa Cafe)  - third chapter in the ᚾᚾᚾ II // ᚾᚾᚾ ᚷᛁᚷ collaboration series, now devoted to FINGERS and  
                                                  NAILS !  DVD sized digipak           € 14,00 
GARCIA, MIGUEL A. - Eraginie    CD   (Cronica) -   the recommended Spanish post industrialist and sound art composer who uses "as the main medium waste  
                                         from electronic devices" with a new work       €13,00 
MIZUTANI, KIYHOSHI - Cemetery     LP   (Ferns)  -  originally released as cassette-only in 1991, has never been re-issued since then....          €21,00 
TEHOM - Legacy    CD    (Cyclic Law) -  the dark esoteric / ritual band from Zagreb, Croatia, active since 1991, finally a new studio album          €14,00 
DESIDERII MARGINIS - Bathe in Black Light    CD  (Cyclic Law) -  "An ode to the night, the darkness that is not blindness,... "             .             €14,00 
ORTMANN, ANDY - Psychoacoustic Electronics    3 x LP  (Nihilist) -   Chicago based member of PANICSVILLE with a captivating, epic album dealing with  
                                                                                              "Psychoacoustic" Electronics, working with unlistenable (but perceivable) frequencies  € 48,50 
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STAPLETON, S. & T.  WAKEFORD - Revenge of the Selfish Shellfish  LP  (Nihilist) -  first ever vinyl edition of this album from 1992: "Consisting of an eerie, yet 
beautiful, combination of songs and surreal locales, Shellfish remains a unique landmark with qualities not easily found in either NWW or Sol Invictus 
discography." 500 copies, two vinyl colours, gatefold sleeve, 4 panel inlay                        €45,00 
VOX POPULI! - Half Dead Ganja Music    LP   (Platform 23 Music) -  new re-issue of the classic cassette from 1987 (CTHULHU) by the French ethno / folk / post- 
                            industrial group, who developed a very own & unique style..     €21,50 
                
pre orders:   (price to be announced)  
NURSE WITH WOUND - She and Me fall together in free Death   3 x LP  
CURRENT 93 - The Long Shadow Falls     7 x CD box + booklet  
HUNTING LODGE - Nomad Souls  -  40th anniversary 3 LP box  (Winter Hill / Fourth Dim.) 
 
 
###################################### 
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